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Advanced Borderless Network Architecture Systems Engineer Exam (700-303)
1. Which two statements are correct about Cisco Validated Design or CVD? (Choose two)
A. CVD consists of systems and solutions that are designed, tested, and documented to facilitate and improve customer deployments.
B. CVD is a prescriptive, scalable, flexible design to quickly deploy a full-service network.
C. CVD gets the design working the first time by using validated configurations and topologies.
D. CVD implementations are mainly partner-led.
E. CVD consists of three primary modular yet interdependent components.
Answer: A, B

2. Which is a software feature available in Cisco IOS Software recommended to be positioned at the network access layer?
A. Flow Metadata
B. Media Services Proxy
C. NBAR2
D. Mediatrace
Answer: B

3. In which wireless deployment mode is no wireless controller used?
A. Autonomous
B. FlexConnect
C. Centralized
D. Converged Access
Answer: A

4. Which feature of a Cisco Cloud Intelligent Network provides a consistent experience across physical and virtual infrastructure, across branch, DC, HG, and cloud?
A. Optimal experience
B. Pervasive security
C. Simplified operations
D. Lower total cost of ownership
Answer: A

5. Which high availability design consideration produces savings by reducing the number of power supplies required per switch and the number of outlets required in the wiring closet?
A. StackPower
B. Spanning VLANs
C. CoS
D. Gateway redundancy
Answer: A

6. Which cloud connectors provide additional reliability through redundant, localized call processing at the customer site during network outages?
A. Cisco Cloud Storage Connector
B. WebEx Cloud Connected Audio
C. Cisco Unified Border Element (Cisco UBE)
D. Cisco Unified SRST
Answer: D

7. Which option touches on the data flows involved with management applications of the Cisco EnergyWise architecture?
A. Protocol Operation
B. Monitoring Power
C. Controlling Power
D. Cisco Prime LMS
Answer: A

8. The concern of one of your customers is, “How do I quickly isolate and resolve application performance problems with the Cisco ISR-AX solution?” Which feature of the Cisco solution is a response to this query?
A. With the Cisco solution, you can reduce Application Latency by accelerating applications with full optimization across the WAN
B. With the Cisco solution, you can gain Visibility into encrypted wireless traffic
C. With the Cisco solution, you can provide application visibility to 1000+ applications with metrics such as Application Response Time, Jitter and bandwidth
D. The Cisco solution provides WAN optimization for every size site
Answer: C

9. One of the benefits of Cisco ISR-AX is that mission-critical applications get priority and the optimal path can be selected based on the application type. Which capability offers this benefit?
A. Acceleration and optimization
B. Application-level optimization
C. Application-level visibility
D. Application-level control
Answer: C

10. Which two features are appropriate in describing a Cloud Intelligent Network? (Choose two)
A. Provides solely private cloud solutions to customers
B. Integrates the network with the Unified Data Center
C. Provides single-tiered service level agreements
D. Connects data centers to better share and balance resources
E. Is not an effective solution to cater to the growing demands of the movement to cloud-based services
Answer: B, D
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